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Dear PPS Members,

 The end of summer leads us to a new year for our Society's activities.
On the calendar New Year we often take stock of the past months and
consider resolutions for the year ahead. So in like fashion, I welcome
you to do that, as a member of PPS and a poet who loves the art form
you have chosen to enhance.

 At the Spring Meeting, we listed ideas to strengthen our Society, state-wide and locally.
Some have already been implemented and others are in the doable future. The
Executive Board has raised the membership dues to $20.00 a year to cover higher
costs of postage and wages for Wendy Bream, hired to handle the financial duties of
PPS. I strongly encourage you to pay your 2015-16 dues, from September 1 to
November 30, to cover all the benefits you can have. Members joining after that get only
a partial year for the same money.

  In this newsletter you will find a few changes to the Constitution and By-laws proposed
for approval at the October Annual Meeting. Modernizing and up-dating language is
necessary from time to time. The goal for PPS remains to encourage poets and poetry
through our activities and membership. We acknowledge the many unaffiliated poets
and "wanna-be poets" who meet and perform in various venues. The connections PPS
provides through meetings, publications, and contests reach out beyond our Chapters
and Annual Meetings.

Several ideas listed at the April Meeting address ways to interact with the larger
communities: library programs or workshops, school connections, local contests for
adults or youth, distribution of flyers through schools, libraries, book stores,coffee
houses, etc. Publicity is key to acquainting our friends, neighbors, poets hoping to find a
home with the benefits of belonging to Chapters or PPS state-wide. Each of us can be
the agent for growth.

  One new proposal is to replace the Pegasus Contest, worthy as it was, with direct
school/community contests. On an average year, 1,000 school contacts were made and
only 40-plus teachers entered students. Consider this: Each one of us has the ability to
organize a contest through a local school system, in cooperation with teachers and/or
PTA. Winners reading their poems for parents and community achieve more
recognition and inspire other students. PPS has funds to supply cash awards on a
rotating basis. Any PPS Member may apply for a modest one-year grant to award local
student winners. Think about the impact you might have in such a venture!

 So, I say, "Happy PPS New Year" to every Member as you read The Sylvan. I look
forward to seeing you at Allenberry October 3. In this transition year, let us move ahead
together.

In the love of poetry,
Marilyn Downing, President
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A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—Marilyn Downing,  President  Tel. 717-533-7097
                      137 Apple Lane,  Hershey,  PA  17033

                                                      E-mail: mmdowning1@verizon.net

Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
                        114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                      E-mail: wbream@outlook.com

Annual
  Contest—Vicky Fake-Weldon, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-737-5342
                        108 N. 26th Street, Camp Hill,  PA 17011

                                                   E-mail: dvweldon51@gmail.com

                 Colleen Yarusavage, “Receiver of Entries”  Tel. 203-846-1150
                      5 Coachmans Court,  Norwalk,  CT 06850

General
Correspondence—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                                   E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

 AN INVITATION..................

  If you have an E-mail address,  and have not yet shared some of your
poems in “PENNESSENCE,” this is an invitation to join other PPS
members in the Online fun.  We try to publish an issue each month
(although at times PPS matters require attention and a double-month issue
is necessary.)  Deadline is the first of each month, E-mail
aubadeg@verizon.net
Publication is around the 10th of the month.

  If you have not opened the “PENNESSENCE” attachments and have not
seen any of the issues,  you can Google NFSPS.com and then click on
STATE LINKS, PENNSYLVANIA, PUBLICATIONS where you can see the
July-August 2015 issue and other issues from previous months & years.

 Each month each PPS member may E-mail one poem of 28 lines or less in
any form on any subject, and one poem of 28 lines or less that is rhymed,
metered, and humorous.  (Years ago there were a number of journals
where humorous poems were welcome.  Today, when we could really use
a few good laughs,  these places are few and far between.)

I hope you will share some of your poems.  Just remember that when they
are used in ‘PENNESSENCE” they are “published” and not eligible in
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THE IMPORTANCE OF USING IMAGERY IN YOUR POEMS..........

One of the attributes that lifts poetry to a higher plane than most prose is the use of fresh imagery. The poetry that gets the most
notice, makes an impression on readers, and wins in contests,  usually contains fresh imagery and avoids common cliches. In a
sense, poems are like people—which ones do you remember best after meeting them—those who are average height, average
weight, average coloring, wear average clothing, and speak of average things, or those who are “different” from average—those
who spark your imagination?   Here are some examples of fresh above-average imagery in poems by various members of PPS:

“Steel blue eyes trapped sunlight in his glances,”  TRANSPLANTED —by Marie-Louise Meyers

“sunlight pools to form a golden lake and mindsong plays a tune I can't recall” WAKING AT DAWN  —by Ann Gasser

“shivering branches of willow and oak”   HALLOWEEN—by Marilyn Downing

“showing her crimson petticoats, flaunting her golden tresses”  FALL IS A FLIRT—by Lynn Fetterolf

“Let the snowy egret plume as it lifts its yellow slippers”.LET MORNING COME—by Shirley Stevens

“an endless rainfall of beauty lays down a carpet of sounds” A VISIT TO THE FALLS—by Emiliano Martin

“Now seven months have closed their eyes”  OUR JOURNEY...by Carol Dee Meeks

“I am from bedtime stories and swollen eyes” ORIGIN—by Nancy Henry Kline

“like a star-burst lover without kin, forever spinning” THE LAST DANCE—by Marie-Louise Meyers

“strange that death’s long walk should be so solitary when so heavily trod” THE JOURNEY—by Maureen Applegate

“willow-bordered brooks and quilt block squares where man has been...” ABSENTEE OWNER—by Lucille Morgan Wilson

“Like a painter’s palette mirrors the northern sky” DREAM WEAVERS PREDICT FUTURE—by Carol Dee Meeks

“until good hearted spring decides to clothe you again” ANNUAL FOLLY—by Prabha Nayak Prabhu

“The sun is alive with light, trees smile with gold and crimson teeth”  BOUNTY--by Loretta Diane Walker

“Nights were black velvet with sequin stars”  THE TWELFTH MONTH OF THE YEAR--by Ann Gasser

“Mother Nature’s all about, cool and crisply starched” NATURE’S WINTER LAND—by Denise Jackson

“parishioners huddled in a tapestry of fine furs and textures” CHILDHOOD CHRISTMAS MEMORIES—by Susan H, Vernon

“The flush and rosy breakfast moon”  COFFEE BREAK—by Inge Logenburg Kyler

“the world is mine alone, soft,somnolent, gray” MORE THAN A KODAK MOMENT—by Marilyn Downing

“this new year is an untamed cub”  RESOLVED—By Loretta Diane Walker

“Those were the muslin years”   THE PINK DREAM—by Lucille Morgan Wilson

“like beach grass that anchors hopeful dunes” JOURNEY AT NIGHTFALL—by Nancy Henry Kline

“centuries of words can stampede across the page and scrape layers from the earth” FLUIDITY—by Loretta Diane Walker

“Old Man Wind scratching a cornfield’s stubbled beard”  SEEN FROM ROUTE 272 —by Doris DiSavinno

“many pieces, stuffed haphazardly in my drawer of mind till it will not close”  HOLIDAY INN 2:00 A.M. —by Ann Gasser

“Come sail my sea of waving grass”  MY FIELD—by Maureen Applegate

“For your poems that took off their boots to walk barefoot”  GRATITUDE FOR A POET —by Loretta Diane Walker

“Soldierly daffodils stand at attention in their pretty sun-yellow helmets”  SPRING ARRIVES—by Lynn Fetterolf

We hope these examples of poetic imagery by fellow PPS members will inspire you to invent some of your own to use in your
next poem.  All you need is a fertile imagination and determination to “color outside the lines.”  See how inventive you can be!



             IF I…I WOULD
                         —by Gail Denham

If I had a nickel for every time I said
“if I had a nickel” or “someday I’m gonna’”.
I would run out and buy that slinky tight
sky-blue dress with layers of ruffles
and I’d shuffle off to Buffalo, if I knew
where that is or why anyone would
want to go there. Then I’d slink into
some smoky loud rumble of a karaoke bar
and dance on the table (if it’d hold me.)

And I would sing: “If I had a hammer,”
or “Michael, row your boat ashore,” loud,
until someone threw me out and spoiled
that beautiful tight, sky-blue dress, which
is what I deserved, of course, being a nutty
person who says “if I had a nickel” – a coin
that don’t even buy candy bars no more,
let alone slinky dresses.

              BALANCING THE SCALES
  —by Marilyn Downing

If I had married my college beau and lived
the gentle, predictable life with property assured,
horses owned just to ride, a summer home on
a Michigan lake, and my teaching career along
with community contacts all set in place by in-laws
long established in the college town to accept our
possible family of sons and daughters …

I would have missed adventures trying to find
the town where I would fit in, with marriage
to a teacher-turned salesman-then manager,
our family of five stair-step daughters, each
a delight in her own way, company trips into
the world of cultures far and near, or after marriage
ended, I would have missed the teaching/writing
life that fills me with pleasures still enjoyed, and
further blessings as two more generations
fill me to overflowing. Life’s trade-offs
balance all things in the end.
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IF I WOULD OWN A
              GARDEN SANCTUARY
                    —by Vicky Fake-Weldon

If I can smell the sweet mimosa blooms,
I search for hummingbirds in nearby trees.
I listen for the wing sounds as they zoom
near catbird's nest in the black raspberries.

I would love to hear the whistling bobwhite.
I would rejoice to see the honey bee
on lacy white hydrangea, and to hear
the male cicadas singing in the breeze.

4.

CHALLENGE PAGE
T H E  S Y L V A N

The
current

challenge
was to

write a poem
of

twenty lines
or less,
starting
with the

words “If I,”
and

having a line at
the middle of

the poem
start with the

words
“ I would.”

These poems were
received in response to
          that challenge:

   IF- - I WOULD
     —by Charles J. Scanzello

If I could have my way
each dawn would spawn
a “gone-fishing” day.

Early on the stream,
in the gleam of a moonbeam,
my creel would soon be full
with fish from many a school.

I would then head for home,
but not before
expressing my luck in a poem.

I would then cook
my catch exhumed from a brook,
and share it with my loved ones
who will feast on every bit.

Indeed,  this meal
will cause the bells to peal.



EXAMPLE....

AFTER SEEING THE FILM

I’m not much for hot weather,
I don’t like to sweat.
Would I like Antarctica?
Oh, yes,  you bet!

I would trade my rose garden
for acres of snow
where thermometers register
“furbelow”

and the sky is studded
with billions of stars,
no highways and by-ways
with too many cars.

I am not inflexible—
no,  not me,
I’d just go with the flow
and say “C ‘est la vie!”

5.
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Do You Have A Challenge to Share?
If you would like to suggest a form, a
subject, a feeling, or a group of words
to weave into a poem for a future
SYLVAN Challenge,  you can E-mail
me and we will schedule your
suggestion for a Challenge in a future
issue.

  For our next challenge—

Gail Denham has suggested a really tough
challenge for our next SYLVAN in which we
would choose 3 words from a list and use
them in a poem of only 12 lines.  But she
further stipulated that the poem must be
humorous,  mention the name of a person,
and a season.

I personally think that is way too difficult and a
lot of you would not try it.  Feel free to prove
me wrong,  but I suggest a compromise—

1. make the line limit 20 lines

2. make the requirements for humor,
mentioning a person’s name, and season
optional,  but declare depressing subjects a
“no-no.”

3. Words Gail suggests are:
 mock, furbelow, inflexible, giraffe, and
 gusty.
     I am adding:
 fragile, stars, rose, gleam, and soar
 Use three of words in bold type in your poem.

4. And let’s end each poem with the phrase
C’est la vie! (which almost everyone knows
means “That’s life!)

Submit by E-mail to
                 aubadeg@verizon.net
or snail mail to:

SYLVAN Editor Ann Gasser
801 Spruce Street
West Reading,  PA  19611-1448

inhand deadline is October 15, 2015

  ACCOMPANYING THIS NEWSLETTER...

August STROPHES— Read about the
2015 convention held in St.Petersbburg and
check the winners’ list—see who won and who
judged in the 2015 NFSPS contest.

NFSPS 2016 Contest Brochure—You can
start now to think about your entries in their 2016
contest—deadline March 15, 2016.

PPS 2016 Annual Contest Brochure—Our
  Entry Receiver will start receiving entries October
  15th 2015, which will be here in a blink or two.

PPS Constitution & By-Laws with a few
  changes that will be voted on at the Fall Meeting.
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American Life in Poetry: Column 542     BY TED KOOSER, U.S. POET LAUREATE

Several years ago I published a children’s book about a bag in the wind, so it’s no wonder I love this poem by April
Lindner, who lives in Pennsylvania. Once you start noticing these wind-blown bags, you see them everywhere. Her most
recent book is This Bed Our Bodies Shaped (Able Muse Press, 2012).

                Carried Away

One rainy night we sat in traffic
and, overtired in back, you saw
a wind-whipped grocery bag afloat
beyond the clutch of jagged branches,
swept by gusts and whirled in eddies.
A sudden downdraft swooped it earthward,
where it danced till with a whoosh
a current luffed it past the power lines.
Disowned by gravity, small ghost
not yet snagged by twiggy fingers,

it couldn’t reach the earth. Thin-skinned,
it pulsed, translucent jellyfish.
You wept and pled to be let out
into the dark and slanted rain,
somehow to save that desolate thing.
The light turned green and still you begged,
Go back, go back, on its behalf,
caught and held, bossed and tossed
by a will much greater than its own.

American Life in Poetry is made possible by The
Poetry Foundation (www.poetryfoundation.org),
publisher of Poetry magazine. It is also supported
by the Department of English at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln.  Ted Kooser, served as United
States Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the
Library of Congress from 2004-2006.

                       CONTEST WINS & NEWS BY PPS MEMBERS..............

2015 NFSPS CONTEST WINNERS – Category listed first, followed by rank

Blanks, Barbara – #4-1,  #11-2,  #23-3,  #31-10.  #39-7,  #47-2
Bourgo, Michael – #2-10,  #47-9
Cotton, Lee Pelham – #15-7
DiSavino, Doris – #1-4,  #9-4,  #10-3
Downing, Marilyn –  #42-7
Firmage, Charles K. – #6-6
Freytag, Janice L. – #8-5,  #24-4,  #47-3,  #49-10
Gasser,  Ann -  #33-7
Gipson, Sara – # 35-8
Hardesty, Jerri – #8-8,  #41-7
Kuyatt, Meg Eden – #37-9,  #45-5
Maguire, Dory R. – #16-7
Miller, Brenda –  #30-7
Moran, Catherine – #18-9,  #26-6,  #38-2, #41-5,  #46-5
Picklesimer, Jeani M.  #13-8
Smith, D. Beecher II –  #26-10,  #31-1
Walker, Loretta Diane – #8-2,  #19-7,  #41-1
Wilson, Lucille Morgan – #28-1s,  #34-10,  #44-4,  #46-5, #48-9,  #49-5

Meg Eden Kuyatt
of the Carlisle Chapter is doing
online workshops on publishing
poetry in literary magazines
and on creating chapbook
manuscripts. For information
check out her website:
www.megedenbooks.com.

Louisa Godissart McQuillen
has recently published a new
chapbook titled “Tin Roof Tap”
for Summer Hearts In the Heart
of Summer.  For information on
ordering copies you can reach
her by E-mail   lzm4@psu.edu

Marilyn Downing won First
Prize and an “Order of the
Salmon” gold pin  for her poem
“Rocky Mountaineer Dreams”

Michael Bourgo’s photo and his poem “Travels
In Quebec” along with an accompanying article
have been published in the May issue of  “Le
Faubourg,”  an Online journal in French
originating in Quebec
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 PPS  2015-16  DUES WINDOW IS OPEN
                            SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH NOVEMBER 30TH....

Dues for the new fiscal year 2015-2016 are $20.00.and include your membership in our parent organization,
The National Federation of State Poetry Societies, Inc., known as NFSPS.

Some of the advantages of being a PPS member include lower contest entry fees than non-members and the
chance to enter categories open to members only, TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE LOWER CONTEST
FEES DUES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30TH.  THOSE WHO JOIN OR RENEW AFTER THIS
DATE WILL NOT GET REDUCED CONTEST FEES.  ALTHOUGH POETS MAY JOIN OR RENEW ANY
TIME OF YEAR, ALL DUES ARE DUE SEPTEMBER THROUGH NOVEMBER AND ARE NOT PRO-RATED..

Other advantages of PPS Membership include the opportunity to participate in our Spring and Fall Meetings
where you will meet your poetry peers, attend workshops, and share your poems. You can spark your poetic
imagination with challenges in our newsletters, report your wins, and you can have your poems colorfully
illustrated when you share them in our usually monthly Online “Pennessence Project” which can be viewed by
anyone Online who Googles NFSPS, State Links, Pennsylvania, Publications.

Those who want to be on the PATRON LIST can add $25 or more (in addition to $20 dues) to become a
Patron.  Patron money is used to help with the cost of printing and mailing our annual “Prize Poems” book
which is sent free to all members. Patrons are listed in the PRIZE POEMS annual.

Please use the application below to mail in your dues check:

———————————————————————————————————————————————-

APPLICATION or RENEWAL TO MEMBERSHIP IN PPS, INC.

Please Check ONE:

I am a renewing member $20.00 ____                                I am a new member $20.00____

To be a PATRON member by paying $25.00 or more plus dues list total here.__________

Name _______________________________________________

Address__________________________________________________________________________

             ____________________________________________________________________________

            ______________________________________________ Phone: ( )____________________

E-Mail Address____________________________

To Go Green we only mail membership cards to those who request them.  Check here for a card_________

Make checks payable to PPS, Inc. marked "Dues" or "Patron" and mail to:

Wendy Bream
114 South Bedford Street,
Carlisle. PA 17013



Maria James-Thiaw,

actively participates in the Central

Pennsylvania poetry community through

workshops, performances, and poetry

reading initiatives and recently organized

and coordinated the poetry event for the

Amani Festival held in Carlisle in May

when several Carlisle Poets and other

area poets read their original work

throughout the day. As an award winning

poet and performer, Maria brings the art

of writing to life through her entertaining,

informative, and innovative workshops.

Her publications include poetry, news

and reviews in several literary journals

such as New Letters, One Trick Pony

Review, and Black

Magnolias as well

as a spoken word

CD, FREEverse,

and the following

collections:

Windows to the

Soul

(Shippensburg

University Press,

1999), Rising

Waters

(Shippensburg

University Press,

2003) and

Talking “White”

(postDada Press,

2013

8.

Please reserve _______places for me at  $22.00 each for the PPS Spring Meeting at Allenberry on October 3, 2015.

Amount enclosed:_____________                      My E-mail address is:________________________

                                                                             My Phone number is: ___________________
Name:_______________________________

Address:

Mail to:
Wendy Bream
114 South Bedford Street,

Carlisle,  PA  17013    

with check to PPS, Inc. marked FALL MEETING  by

Deadline, Postmarked Saturday, September 24 , 2015

SCHEDULE

9:30 - 10:00 - Reception and Refreshments

10:00 – 10:45 General Business Meeting

10:45 – 11:15 Writing Exercise

11:15 – 12:00 Open Mic for members—

                                                 opportunity to win drawings

12:00 - 1:00 - Lunch

1:00 - 2:30 – Workshop – “Odes and Shadows” –

                                                 by Maria James-Thiaw

2:30 - Award a door prize and Adjourn

2:30 - 3:00 – Board Meeting

W
O
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K
S
H
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R

PPS, Inc.
Fall

Meeting

October 3,
2015

at
Allenberry,

Boiling
Springs,

PA

 Meeting is sponsored by Carlisle Poets


